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O'Kutsuu Kame

O'Kutsuu Kame is a player character played by phacon and was involved in the YSS Aeon roleplay.

O'Kutsuu Kame

Species: NH-22C Yamataian
Gender: F

Age: 21
Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius

Height: 6'0”
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O'Kutsuu Kame
Weight: 156 lb
Bra Size: 34C

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Engineer

Rank:

Current Placement: YSS Integrity

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'0” Mass: 156 lb Measurements: Pear shaped Bra Size: 34C

Build and Skin Color: Kame has a light skin tone. She has a tall, thin Pear-shaped build

Facial Features and Eye Color: Kame has oval shaped face with Caucasian facial features. She has
mostly closed-set, slightly almond shaped maroon eyes.

Hair Color and Style: Her long messy gray hair runs goes down to a little past her elbows. She looks
like she is in desperate need of a stylist.

Distinguishing Features: Besides the fact that in certain situations her tallness may make her
standout in certain crowds, Kame has no really distinguishing features that set her apart from a crowd.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Kame is mostly shy, detached, quiet, and caring person. Most of the time, she is slightly
afraid to meet new people or talk to strangers, and she often stumbles through basic social conversation.
Other times she passionately rants for minutes, not realizing she has completely lost the audience until
she finishes. Normally, Kame is hesitant to engage in a spontaneous, overly aggressive attack; however,
recently she has developed more fiery and calculating side.

Likes: Reading, Listening in a small group, Board Games, Puzzles, Ships, Repairing complex systems

Dislikes: Large crowds, social engagements, very excited social people forcing her to go into said large
crowds, Mishhu

Goals: to avenge her parents death, to one day run her own engineering room (longer term)
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History

Family

Father: O'Kutsuu Kaji (deceased) Mother: O'Kutsuu Hanako (deceased)

Pre-RP

Kame was born on Yamatai (Planet) to a pair of civilian ship construction technicians. At age of 11, she
was living with parents to the Ketsurui Fleet Yards Facilities orbiting Yamatai (Planet). Thanks to her
parents, she was instilled a love of building and ships, particularly ships of the military line. Thus it was
no surprise that Kame started training for the Star Army at the age of 18 and has been training for the
last 3 years as a Star Army engineer. For the most part she excelled during her training except not being
aggressive enough when attacking. Well that and the notable 50 page section in her file on damages file
military infrastructure due to power armor accidents. Recently, she lost her parents, who moved to
Veritas shipyards nearly a year prior to their death, when the Elysia shipyards and colonies of Veritas
were destroyed in the Battle of Elysia by the NMX.
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RP

Notes

skim forums for details, may need to go back and update later. Promotion vs. not knowing rank humor
(only check to see if she get promoted after missions) Participated in Mission 2.1 - Help shield ship - Help
with power distribution and bug issue (synchronized wielding) - Help with repairs despite injury while in
warp Break of Mission 2.2 - talked to the science officer about the program - gave science officer
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materials - background on parents - wrecked one of academy's science labs (refer to forum) - got Shoi
gift ;3 Participated in Mission 3.0 and 3.1 - Planet of Bug Artifact -participated in field mission with wrong
suit -messed up in repairs -“helped” Shoi -provided cover on assult mission -blew up stuff Mission 3.2

depressed at the death of Kim1.
got drunk with Takamori2.

Mission 4.0

happy Kim is back1.
tried to hug her but not sure she noticed2.
went to help in engineering3.
got transferred ^^;4.

Skills

Mathematics

Kame has had very extensive mathematics training in Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus, Statistics, and up
to Differential Equations. As an engineer for the Star Army of Yamati, she is passionately well versed in
quantum physics and optics.

Engineering

Growing up with ship construction technicians, Kame free time was spent “helping” her parents with the
installation of ship components, how to identify faulty parts about to break, the fabrication of ship hulls.
During Star Army of Yamati engineering training, Kame would build on this knowledge until she became
experienced in the analysis, repair, and manipulation of reactors, FTL drives, and shields systems

Maintance and Repair

Thanks to her parents Kame is proficient of the basic identification of many ship, fighter, and power
armor component problems and how to install those components. As an engineer, she received extensive
training in the maintenance and repair ships, power armors, and fighters; however, only in the repair of
reactor, FTL drive, and shield systems. In other areas, she is more than ready and willing for the chance
to understand and learn.

Construction

Although only a novice, Kame can assist in the basic construction of ship and fighter hulls.
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Communication

Kame is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Kame is fluent in Yamataian. She can speak and write both correctly
and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, etc. It should be notice that because she is shy she does
have trouble getting her voice loud enough to issuing orders unless under fire.

Fighting

Kame received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. However, it should
be noted that she so clumsy when flying in a power armor and has trouble landing.

Finances

O'Kutsuu Kame is currently a Ittô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary of 100 KS
per week.

Date Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
01/28/2010 3000 KS Starting Funds
05/10/2010 3729 KS 729 KS Promoted to Ittô Hei (100 KS/wk)
07/19/2010 4729 KS 1000 KS May 10, 2010 - July 19, 2010
10/11/2010 5929 KS 1200 KS July 19, 2010 - October 11, 2010
10/17/2010 3929 KS 2000 KS Atromos Particle Beam Rifle
10/17/2010 3529 KS 400 KS Ammo (4 Capsules and 4 Batteries)
10/17/2010 2679 KS 850 KS Gifts, Cloths, Hygiene
10/31/2010 2965 KS 286 KS New Pay Scale (443 KS/mo)
11/20/2010 3261 KS 296 KS Promoted to Jôtô Hei (664 KS/mo)
11/30/2010 3483 KS 222 KS end of month (443 - 20 days, 664 - 10 days)
12/31/2010 4147 KS 664 KS 11/30/2010 - 12/31/2010
01/07/2011 4297 KS 150 KS Salary so far

Inventory

Star Army Standard Issue Items
personal blue laser wielder
new engineering suit (look up specs)
standard hygiene kit (look up specs)
basic female nail set
basic cosmetics
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books

other military equipment

http://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=elysia:atromos
3 1/2 sets of ammo (minus .5 from Mission 3)

OOC Discussion

OCC: Aeon Woooo!!!

— dusk

Character Data
Character Name O'Kutsuu Kame
Character Owner phacon
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Nitô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment YSS Integrity
DOR Year YE 33
Orders Orders
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